God's Bottles
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is! It is! These red bottles hang on limbs of the tree until they are already for us to use.

Do you want to open God's bottle? Bite the apple with your teeth.

and you will taste the sweet juice God has put in His bottle for you.

We will drink from God's bottles, we will drink. We will drink.
Drink from God's bottles, we will drink. We will drink.

Grapes are God's bottles, these purple and green bottles you will find hanging on a pretty vine.

See! So many little bottles are on a single stem! Put a grape in your mouth and open God's bottle. How nice the juice.
tastes! Some men take the juice of apples and grapes and make drinks that will harm our bodies. They put the drinks in glass bottles, but we will not drink from such bottles.

We will drink from God's bottles, we will drink! We will drink!